Flex System
Flexibility engineered into the helmet’s shell, face mask and face
mask attachment system with hinge clips reduces the impact force
transfer the athlete.

Ratchet•Loc™ Retention System
A ratchet-style chin strap attachment system designed for easy,
efficient adjustments and offers a new way to help secure
proper fit.

All-Points Quick Release™
Four-point face mask attachment that disengages with a simple
press of a button.

Patented Side Impact Protection (PSIP)
Research-based mandible protection helps reduce the
forces from side impacts. Technology feature consists
of side shell extensions combined with side
liner extensions.

Flexliner
Flexible liner, designed to conform to various
head shapes, providing comfort and
helmet stability.

Quick Change Liner Attachment System
Removable padding system designed for
ease-of-use when switching pads.

Occipital Lock
Inflatable liner that, when inflated,
cradles the athlete’s occipital lobe,
improving the helmet’s security and fit.

Tru-Curve Liner System
Interior liner that conforms to the shape
of a player’s head as well as fits the
contours of the h elmet shell (front pad,
crown, back/side, occipital lock, face
frames) for improved comfort and fit.

(Features continue on other side)

For more information: Contact your Riddell sales representative or call 1.800.275.5338
NO HELMET CAN PREVENT SERIOUS HEAD OR NECK INJURIES A PLAYER MIGHT RECEIVE WHILE PARTICIPATING IN FOOTBALL. Do not use your helmet to butt, ram or spear an opposing player. This is in violation
of the football rules and such use can result in severe head or neck injuries, paralysis or death to you and possible injury to your opponent. Contact in football may result in CONCUSSION-BRAIN INJURY which
no helmet can prevent. Symptoms include: loss of consciousness or memory, dizziness, headache, nausea or confusion. If you have symptoms, immediately stop playing and report them to your coach, trainer
and parents. Do not return to a game or practice until all symptoms are gone and you have received MEDICAL CLEARANCE. Ignoring this warning may lead to another and more serious or fatal brain injury.

COMPOSITE ENERGY MANAGEMENT
AIR FIT LINER
HS4 FACE MASK
STRAP•LOC
FIVE-YEAR SHELL WARRANTY
LEARN MORE AT:
RIDDELL.COM/SPEEDFLEX
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